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ABSTRACT
A variety of interconnect technologies and standards (DIMMs, MCP,
POP, stacked-die and 3D-stack) enable a controller IC to commu-
nicate with an external SDRAM, or with multiple SDRAMs over a
shared interconnect. Low-power requirements have driven mobile
controllers to mobile-SDRAM (LPDDR) memory solutions. How-
ever, LPDDR configurations do not scale to match the throughput
and capacity requirements of mobile processors, or of emerging
tablet products that bring new and divergent tradeoffs among mem-
ory subsystem metrics. As a result, identifying the memory con-
figuration best suited to a given mobile application becomes quite
challenging.

This paper highlights considerations in choosing a particular mem-
ory configuration for a mobile processor based on capacity, through-
put, latency, power, cost and thermal concerns. We distinguish var-
ious choices according to interconnect implementation and perfor-
mance, including power and timing in the IO and interconnect. To
do this, we apply a three-part framework: (1) driving questions in
the form of a decision tree, (2) a calculator that projects power
and timing for mobile IO implementations, and (3) propagated top-
down requirements and bottom-up capabilities that distinguish in-
terconnect implementations.

Our framework can support abstraction of timing and power for
various interconnect configurations, to feed higher-level tools such
as CACTI [19]. We anticipate that it can also be used to project
mobile system requirements and memory interconnect capabilities
into the future, so as to identify any gaps or bottlenecks in memory
product roadmaps.
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1. INTRODUCTION
SDRAM (Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory) is

the mainstay main-memory solution for processors today. Many
offerings exist in the market [1, 10, 11, 13, 14], spanning multi-
ple packaging and interconnect options. Most SDRAMs available
are DDR (Double Data Rate), such as DDR3 and LPDDR2 (Low-
Power DDR2). While LPDDR2 and DDR3 memories exist in the
market today, others are being discussed in JEDEC [35] or else-
where as standards for the future, and will probably be available in
the market soon based on the traction they receive. 1

1JEDEC [35] memory standards and nascent standards being dis-
cussed in JEDEC <name, IO voltage, pin-width, data rate (Gbps),
interconnect, signalling>: (i) <LPDDR2, 1.2V, x16/x32, 1.066,
POP/MCP, single-ended LVCMOS output / SSTL input>, (ii)
<DDR3, 1.5V, x4/x8/x16, 2.133, DIMM, SSTL>, (iii) <LPDDR3.

POP (Package-on-Package) and MCP (Multi-Chip Package) of-
fer good point-to-point interconnection options, while DIMMs (Dual
Inline Memory Module) are required for discrete parts. 3D stacking
offers a new way to stack the die through a TSV (Through Silicon
Via [4]) and promises to enable high bandwidth memory access
through wide interfaces (up to x512 proposed [13]).

Currently, mobile controllers have been driven to LPDDR2 so-
lutions by their need for lower power and point-to-point untermi-
nated interconnect. As requirements on throughput and capacity
scale upwards for mobile platforms, alternate solutions are needed
since data rates for unterminated signaling do not scale easily be-
yond 1 Gbps [17]. Section 2 outlines some of the trends in the
DRAM industry, including the competing standards available for
future mobile memory solutions [13, 14, 26] and ITRS projections
on DRAM densities and data rates [6, 7, 8]. It is shown that DRAM
densities are expected to double every three years, while DRAM
data rates are expected to double every four years. Section 3 high-
lights the trends for mobile system requirements on the memory
[15], including capacity and throughput. It is shown that capacity
requirements are expected to scale 3-4x every three years, while
throughputs are expected to double every three years [16].

Most of these competing DRAM options differ in their interface
implementations. A memory-subsystem framework that includes
the SDRAM interface metrics would be useful to compare them
and help identify the best memory solution for a particular system.
As the first step towards such a framework, we provide a mem-
ory interface calculator, described in Section 4, for the existing
memory interface options available for a mobile system. We also
describe how the calculator could be extended for future memory
interface options based on the basic categories it supports. For each
interface option, the calculator provides a framework to predict in-
terface power and latency for a given throughput and capacity. In-
tegration of this interface calculator into a memory-subsystem cal-
culator such as CACTI [19] is a direction for future work.

The key metrics for the main memory are: availability, capacity,
cost, throughput, power, latency and thermal considerations. These
we call the primary bounds on the main memory design space.
When choosing between SDRAM options, a priority order of the
primary bounds is helpful to identify the best memory solution eas-
ily. One such priority order [25] is used to illustrate our framework.
The most important bound is availability. Often availability and
cost of the memory are tied to volume demand. During early adop-
tion, enough traction is needed for demand to drive down cost and
speed up availability. This normally happens through the process

1.2V, x16/x32, 1.6, POP/MCP, being discussed>, (iv) <DDR4,
1.2V, x4/x8/x16, 3.2>, (v) <Mobile-XDR, 1.2V, x16/x32, 4.3,
MCP, differential>, (vi) <Wide IO, 1.2V, x512, 0.2-0.3, 3D-stack,
LVCMOS>, (vii) <Serial Memory, 1.2V, x16/x32, 4-8, MCP,
SPMT or MIPI M-PHY>
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Figure 1: The decision tree with forks based on SDRAM capabilities and regions based on system requirements.

of standardization, where early adopters drive the co-development
of the standard. The traction of a standard or solution depends on
how it performs with respect to the primary bounds and intangi-
ble market forces that are beyond the scope of this paper. What is
worthwhile to note, though, is that there is a large transition period
from one standard to the next. Often backward compatibility with
respect to the interface and interconnect plays an important role in
the success of a smooth transition to the new standard, as OEMs
(Original Equipment Manufacturer) need time to slowly phase out
the old memory type for the new one. This requires the same mo-
bile controller IC to support both the old and new memory types
over the transition period.

Shown in Figure 1 is an example decision tree with priority or-
dering of primary bounds to help identify potential memory solu-
tions. The tree is divided into three segments based on the require-
ments on these bounds – server (blue), laptop (green) and mobile
(yellow). The priority of the primary bounds shown in Figure 1 is
an example order of decisions by which a memory solution may be
identified. We use this order in the paper to illustrate how the cal-
culator aids in determining the choice of memory interface. Other
priority orders may be suited to different system requirements, and

could serve just as well to identify a memory solution.
Each endpoint in the tree identifies one or more particular mem-

ory options based on the requirements, and taking into account
market bottlenecks (availability, cost) or fundamental technical bot-
tlenecks. The forks identified in red are those currently identified
as market-driven. Currently, a high-capacity requirement (>2GB)
would make DDR3 memories the only viable option. However, if
throughput is not a key primary bound for a particular system, then
other options may become viable based on MCP solutions (this is
the focus of recent investigations elsewhere [22]). Such alterna-
tives, if capable of increasing demand for a memory type across
market segments, could further help reduce cost and improve avail-
ability. It is useful to note that while the memory options of the de-
cision tree change over time due to the capabilities of the SDRAM
options (both market-driven and fundamental) described in Section
2, the location of the market segments on the decision tree change
based on the system requirements described in Section 3. The deci-
sion tree shown reflects the capabilities and requirements in today’s
market.

Once availability and cost have been established, the remaining
driving questions (bounds) are capacity, throughput, power, latency



and thermal considerations. The rest of the paper focuses on the
first four of these primary bounds and ignores availability and cost
issues.

Section 4 describes how the interface considerations for each
of the primary bounds impact the circuit and physical design of
the mobile controller’s IO logic and interconnect. This is shown
through a set of equations that contain the requirements and capa-
bilities that address each primary bound. The equations listed are
part of the memory interface calculator.

Section 5 summarizes the paper, while providing the motivation
for future work, especially:

(1) The need to integrate power and latency for IO and inter-
connect configurations of various memory types into a higher-level
abstraction such as CACTI [19]. This will help provide memory
subsystem metrics of latency and energy for these different inter-
connect options [20, 21].

(2) Predict bottlenecks or gaps in the memory offerings that will
provide clues to novel IO and interconnect solutions [2, 22] or help
motivate a new memory standard for the future.

2. SDRAM CAPABILITY TRENDS
ITRS projections for DRAM density and DRAM data rate [6,

7, 8] are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. The projections
are shown from those made in 1999 till those made in 2009, each
year being revised based on new ITRS data available. The data rate
projections shown are for the DDR2/DDR3/DDR4 family.
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Figure 2: DRAM density projections [8].

Based on the latest projections (2009), it can be observed that
DRAM densities are expected to double every three years, while
DRAM data rates are expected to double every four years. Also
interesting to note, are the blue arrows in Figures 2 and 3, which
indicate that over the years, projections for DRAM densities have
been revised downwards while DRAM data rates have been revised
upwards.

Some of the standards being discussed in JEDEC today include
DDR4, DDR3-ULV, LPDDR3, Wide IO, Serial-MIPI and Serial-
SPMT [13, 14, 27]. Mobile-XDR and XDR2 are signaling stan-
dards driven by Rambus [26]. Recent nascent standards also high-
light the trend to either increase pin-width (using TSVs) or use dif-
ferential signaling for higher throughputs on existing pin-limited
interconnects. This is because data rates using single-ended signal-
ing are hard to scale with good power efficiency and signal-integrity
[2, 3, 23].
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Figure 3: DRAM data rate projections [8].

3. MOBILE REQUIREMENTS TRENDS
Mobile system requirements for peak throughput and capacity

are shown in Figure 4 [16] and Table 1 respectively. Figure 4 shows
throughput requirements of products based on volume production
timelines. Capacity requirements are expected to scale 3-4x every
three years, while throughputs required are expected to double ev-
ery three years. Other more aggressive throughput requirements
for mobile application processors [32] suggest close to a doubling
every year.
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Figure 4: Peak throughput projections for mobile platforms (in
GB/s) [16].

Table 1: Capacity projections for mobile and PC markets
(Source: IDC Market Survey).

Market 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Desktop 3.0 4.2 5.6 7.4 10.2
Laptop 2.0 3.3 4.6 6.3 8.0
Mobile 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.3



4. INTERFACE CONSIDERATIONS
Sections 4.1 through 4.4 address the SDRAM interface consid-

erations of a mobile system for capacity, throughput, power and
latency as they appear in the decision tree. Each of these four sec-
tions highlights the inferences it passes onto subsequent sections.
The considerations are highlighted Eqs. (1) - (31), which show the
requirements and capabilities surrounding the circuit design stage
of the mobile processor’s design hierarchy. The memory interface
calculator is based on these equations.

4.1 Capacity
Capacity is the total memory available, typically in GB. It is

equal to the density of each memory die multiplied by the num-
ber of dies. The dies can be organized into multiple channels, each
channel with multiple ranks comprised of x4, x8, x16 or x32 mem-
ories to support a required bus width of the mobile controller.

The capacity determines the number of memory dies needed for
given density availability. This in turn determines the interconnect
lengths and number of multi-drop loads on the bus. The intercon-
nect structure is a key input for the signal-integrity analysis that
determines data rate capability. For mobile systems with lower ca-
pacities (<2GB), this is typically one of three options: a stacked
die, POP or a short trace to an MCP off-chip. Trace lengths within
an inch or two are common for the SDRAM interface, keeping it
unterminated. However, higher capacity requirements, especially
for tablet products, could see the need to support DDR3 DIMMs or
multi-drop structures.

Equations governing capacity are as follows.

Capacity = Nchannels ·Nranks ·
(

Nbus_width

Nmemory_width

)
·Density (1)

Nmemories =

(
Capacity
Density

)
(2)

Nmemories/channel =

(
Nmemories

Nchannels

)
(3)

Nranks = Nmemories/channel ·
(

Nmemory_width

Nbus_width

)
(4)

Cinterconnect =CRDL +CT SV +CPKG +CPCB (5)

Cext_DQ =Cinterconnect +CIO_DRAM ·Nranks (6)

Cext_CA =Cinterconnect +CI_DRAM ·Nmemories/channel (7)

CTotal =Cext +Csel f (8)

Delayinterconnect = f (Nmemories) (9)

4.2 Throughput
Throughput in GB/s is the total number of bytes of data trans-

ferred over the memory interface. The data rate is a multiple of the
clock frequency; the multiple is 1 for SDR, 2 for DDR, and higher
than 2 for multi-data rate.

Equations governing throughput are as follows.

T hroughput =
(

2 ·Nbus_width

Tck

)
(10)

DQ-DQS WRITE:(
Tck

4

)
−Terror −Tjitter_hold −Tskew_hold > TDH (11)(

Tck

4

)
−Terror −Tjitter_setup −Tskew_setup > TDS (12)

CA-CLK (DDR for LPDDR2/3):(
Tck

4

)
−Terror −Tjitter_hold −Tskew_hold > TIH (13)(

Tck

4

)
−Terror −Tjitter_setup −Tskew_setup > TIS (14)

For DDR3 the CA interface is SDR, and the above timing is relaxed
to a half-cycle as opposed to a quarter-cycle. DQS-CLK:

Tjitter_hold +Tskew_hold <

(
Tck

2

)
−TDSH (15)

Tjitter_setup +Tskew_setup <

(
Tck

2

)
−TDSS (16)

DQ-DQS READ:

TQSH/QSL −Terror −Tjitter_hold −Tskew_hold −TQHS > TSOC_hold (17)(
Tck

4

)
−Terror −Tjitter_setup −Tskew_setup −TDQSQ > TSOC_setup (18)

Voltage Noise:

Vnoise(crosstalk,SSN,re f lection− ringbacks)<VNM (19)

Vovershoot <VMAX (NBT I,HCI) (20)

The data rate determined based on the throughput requirement
forms a key input for the interface design. Wider interfaces, such
as Wide IO, have low data rates for equivalent throughputs, making
timing closure easier. On the other hand, serialization increases the
data rate and requires higher power to meet timing (due to power in
the termination and the analog blocks that help recover and retime
the signals).

The key consideration for throughput is the link timing budget
based on the data rate. This is based on the implementation of the
PHY and IO and the signal-integrity analysis of the link. Each of
these factors reduces the data-valid window for the READ, WRITE
and CA operations and limits the maximum achievable frequency.

For mobile systems, throughput considerations also include meet-
ing timing with minimum power, and the ability to reduce power at
low throughputs. This constrains the termination scheme (unter-
minated being preferred at lower throughputs) and the choice of
retiming scheme. As mobile memories are designed with similar
considerations, the power they consume is lower at the expense of
timing. For example, LPDDR2 memories do not have a DLL, so al-
though their power is lower than DDR3 memories, they have worse
timing parameters [10, 11, 12] and thus the link timing budget is
harder to close (LPDDR2 DRAM accounts for more than 33% of
the Unit Interval (UI)). This puts considerable burden on the mo-
bile controller to close timing on the SDRAM interface. Traditional
link design for the SDRAM interface divides the UI into three equal
(33%) buckets for the controller, channel and DRAM. Shorter in-
terconnects (owing to smaller capacity requirements highlighted in
Section 4.1) help keep the channel’s contribution to the link tim-
ing budget to less than 33% at lower data rates. But as data rates
get higher, the crosstalk and ISI increase, and lack of terminations
for LPDDR2 interfaces impose greater challenges on the channel
jitter. Mobile-XDR, Wide IO and serial memories offer different



ways to solve these challenges while keeping the power efficiency
low. While Wide IO proposes to use lower data rates to ease tim-
ing without increasing pin-count, Mobile-XDR and serial memo-
ries propose to use differential signaling to improve signal quality
and reduce signal swing [2, 24, 30]. Figure 5 shows throughput
projections for the various standards.
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Figure 5: Throughput (GB/s) projections based on the memory
interface calculator.

The support of multiple memory standards, especially during
transitions from one standard to the next, poses challenges for the
mobile processor’s IO as the IO will most likely need to support
multiple voltages with a single transistor device.

4.3 Power
The Micron DDR3 power calculator [5] provides a framework

to calculate memory interface and core power for DDR3 config-
urations. Our memory interface calculator models power with a
similar framework, but includes calculations for all of the mobile
memory types of interest today – LPDDR2/3, Wide IO, Mobile-
XDR and Serial Memory.

The interface power is mainly made up of the following sources:
1. Switching (dynamic) power: typically drawn when capacitors

are charged, including self-loading.
2. Termination power: The static power drawn through the ter-

mination network. The termination power depends on the termina-
tion current, which in turn depends on whether the line is at a logic
0 or a logic 1. For DDR3, CA topology uses fly-by termination [10,
12]. If mobile systems use DDR3, sub-optimal termination values
are used to save power. The Micron DDR3 power calculator [5]
shows how the power would change for dual-rank configurations
with different termination values.

3. Bias/static power: analog currents used to bias the IO cir-
cuits - transmitter as well as receiver, adaptive circuits, DLLs and
other timing circuits. The memory interface calculator provides a
look-up for the power consumed for various implementations in lit-
erature [2, 3, 31] that relate to reported jitter and skew performance
of recovery and retiming blocks along with adaptive schemes for
calibrating the IO for the channel and the recovery logic for the
eye opening. The ability to reduce such power based on data rate
is very important for maintaining good power-efficiency at lower
bandwidths [2, 3, 24]. SPMT provides a novel way to run a paral-
lel interface at lower data rates and a serial interface at higher data
rates [27], which provides good power efficiency at both ends of
the throughput range.

Shown below are the considerations for power. Table 3 lists the
power efficiencies of the various interfaces included in the memory
interface calculator. Mobile processors use a variety of schemes
to reduce power in low-throughput modes that include shutting off

terminations, using low-power retiming schemes at lower through-
puts, and power-gating schemes that turn off blocks not critical at
lower throughputs. To achieve these power savings, transitions be-
tween various power states are enabled.

PTotal = ∑
modei

(Dci · (PTotal_Inter f acei +PDRAM_Corei)) (21)

Interface Power:

PTotal_Active_Peak = Pdynamic +Pterm +Pstatic/bias (22)

PTotal_Active_Idle = Pterm +Pstatic/bias (23)

PSleep = Pleakage (24)

Dynamic Power:

Pdynamic = NpinsDcαCTotalVswVdd f (25)

Single-ended termination:

Pterm_oh = (Vdd −VT T )(Voh −VT T )/RT T (26)
Pterm_ol =VT T (VT T −Vol)/RT T (27)

DDR3 DQ:

PDQ_Term = 0.25 ·V 2
dd ·

(
1

RT T
+

1
Ron +Rstub +RT T

)
(28)

DDR3 CA:

PCA_Term = 0.25 ·V 2
dd ·

(
1

RT T
+

1
50+RT T

)
(29)

Differential Termination:

Pdi f f _term =VddVsw/RT T (30)

4.4 Latency
Latency from the memory controller to main memory is a portion

of the cache miss penalty during a load instruction from the CPU.
Most of the mobile memories have similar access times (TRCD, TRL,
TDQSCK) as they depend on the DRAM core that they share. The
key latency differentiator is the implementation of the PHY and IO
on the mobile processor. Latency is not currently included in the
decision tree as the various memory options have latencies of the
same order (50-70ns from controller to DRAM and back), but this
range could well be a differentiator in performance. Future work
will examine the architecture impact of different latencies in this
range.

The memory interface calculator calculates latency during a load
cache miss (a memory READ operation) from the controller CA
path back to the DQ READ path. This includes the pipeline stages
in the controller and PHY for CA and READ, the combinational
output and input delay in the IO, the passive delay in the intercon-
nect, TRCD and the read latency (TRL and TDQSCK).

Apart from the latency during the load miss, the latency of wak-
ing up from sleep to full activity is an important consideration
for mobile systems, since frequent mode changes are needed to
enable power savings, and wakeup times impact performance of
the CPU. DLL/PLL lock times and wakeup times for any of the
adaptive schemes involved will impact the latency of the IO dur-
ing wakeup from sleep modes. DLLs on DDR3 DRAMs take over
500 clock cycles to lock [10, 12], whereas LPDDR2 memories do
not have DLLs and hence can exit self-refresh mode without a la-
tency penalty. Periodic calibration for adaptive schemes, such as
impedance and delay calibration, require periodic stalls to update



the calibrated values. The stall frequency for such updates, and
the stall time needed for propagating the updated settings, are other
latency considerations. Eq. (31) shows the calculation for latency.

Latency = Npipes ·Tck +Tdel_int +Tdel_comb+TRCD+TRL+TDQSCK
(31)

4.5 Examples
To further illustrate the calculator and the decision tree, we pro-

vide two examples that go through the steps described in Sections
4.1 through 4.4.

Example 1:
A particular system requires 4GB of DRAM and expects a peak

throughput of 10 GB/s.
The 4GB capacity requirement, using 4Gb DRAM density, trans-

lates to 8 DRAM dies (Nmemories = 8). This rules out an MCP or
stacked solution, and an external interconnect through a DIMM.
Hence, DDR3 is the memory of choice within the decision tree.
Eight x8 DRAMs connected to a x64 bus width provides the needed
single-rank memory configuration. The loading on the DQ pin is a
single DRAM along with the interconnect. The loading on the CA
pin is eight DRAMs along with the interconnect.

A throughput of 10 GB/s on a x64 bus translates to a data rate of
1.25 Gbps, or a clock frequency of 625MHz for the DDR3 DRAM.
Use of a 667 MHz DDR3 speed bin is required. The interface tim-
ing parameters of interest for this DRAM are listed in Table 2.
Plugging into the timing equations of Section 4.2 shows that the
jitter and skews required over a DIMM interconnect require the use
of terminations, and a fly-by channel for the CA bus. Based on
this, outputs of the power and latency calculations from the calcu-
lator are summarized in Table 2.

Example 2:
Another system requires 1GB of DRAM and expects a peak

throughput of 4 GB/s.
The 1GB capacity requirement, using 4Gb DRAM density, trans-

lates to 2 DRAM dies (Nmemories = 2). POP, MCP or stacked solu-
tions are possible. Given the lower throughput requirement, LPDDR2
POP is the preferred choice based on the decision tree (to reduce
power and footprint cost). A dual-rank x32 POP is the suitable
memory configuration. The loading on the DQ pin is two DRAMs
along with a short POP interconnect. The loading on the CA pin is
also two DRAMs along with the short POP interconnect.

A throughput of 4 GB/s on a x32 bus translates to a data rate of
1 Gbps, or a clock frequency of 500MHz for the LPDDR2 DRAM.
Use of a 533 MHz DDR3 speed bin is required. The interface tim-
ing parameters of interest for this DRAM are also listed in Table
2. Plugging into the timing equations of Section 4.2 shows that
the jitter and skews required over a POP interconnect require some
careful retiming as the LPDDR2 interface does not support termi-
nations. Based on this, the power and latency calculations are as
summarized in Table 2.

5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have described a framework to compare mobile memory in-

terfaces that includes a decision tree, a memory interface calculator
and requirements/capabilities for the primary bounds. Considera-
tions for a mobile system that concern the memory interface can be
elaborated with the help of requirements and capabilities concern-
ing each primary bound, and applied according to a priority order
embodied in a decision tree. Our memory interface calculator cur-

Table 2: Inputs and outputs of the calculator for two design
examples.

Parameter Example 1 Example 2
Capacity 4GB 1GB

T hroughput 10 GB/s 4 GB/s
Nmemories 8 2

Con f iguration x64 DDR3 x32 LPDDR2
Nranks 1 2

Clockrate 625 MHz 500 MHz
TDH 240 ps 210 ps
TDS 205 ps 210 ps
TIH 315 ps 220 ps
TIS 240 ps 220 ps

TDSH 300 ps 380 ps
TDSS 300 ps 380 ps

TQSH/QSL 570 ps 713 ps
TQHS 180 ps 230 ps

TDQSQ 125 ps 200 ps
PTotal_Active_Peak ~1.5 W ~170 mW
PTotal_Active_Idle ~500 mW ~5-10 mW

Latency ~50 ns ~50 ns

rently implements Eqs. (1) - (31) in Excel to project power and
latency for various interface options that meet a given capacity and
throughput.

A summary of the outputs of the memory interface calculator for
the competing mobile memory standards is shown in Table 3 be-
low. This includes the power and latency of the mobile controller’s
IO logic. Table 3 clearly highlights that LPDDR2 needs to scale
beyond 533 MHz if it is to maintain its place in the mobile mar-
ket. LPDDR3, currently projected to support 800MHz would be a
suitable choice until 12 GB/s. Given the large power consumption
of DDR3, a suitable alternative is required for throughputs higher
than 12 GB/s. Wide IO, Mobile-XDR and Serial Memory (SPMT,
MIPI) provide such alternatives. Wide IO is clearly the most power-
efficient, but uses TSS. Mobile-XDR and serial memories provide
traditional interconnect options with differential signaling. Effi-
ciency of serial schemes at lower throughputs is a concern. Larger
(>2GB) capacity requirements need to be addressed for all the mo-
bile memory types, but Wide IO provides an option of a multi-die
stack using TSS.

Going forward, interface timing and power can be added into a
memory-subsystem calculator such as CACTI [20, 34]. By doing
this, we can quantify impact of memory interface choices on mem-
ory subsystem performance and power. This is an important next
step in projecting capabilities against requirements of the memory
subsystem.

Projecting both capabilities and requirements can also help iden-
tify gaps in memory interface offerings or predict bottlenecks in
capabilities. Shown below in Figure 6 is the commodity memory
space for the mobile market, overlaid with the mobile requirements
from Figure 4 but leaving out the LPDDR3 curve. The figure shows
a clear gap in the commodity offerings between LPDDR2 (until 8
GB/s) and the future mobile offerings of serial and Wide IO (above
12 GB/s). LPDDR3 is being discussed in JEDEC, but was not on
the roadmap a year ago. It is not expected to scale beyond 12.8
GB/s, which establishes the need for either Wide IO or serial mem-
ory beyond 2014 for the mobile market.



Table 3: Summary of parameters of existing memory interfaces from the calculator.
Bound LPDDR2 TSS-Wide IO DDR3 Serial Mobile-XDR

Clock Speed (MHz) 300-533, DDR 200-333, SDR 400-800, DDR 4-8 GHz, Serial 400-533, Octal
Throughput (GB/s) 3-4.3 12-24 6-13 12-17 12-17

Peak IO Power Efficiency ~40 ~10 ~120 ~60 ~20
(mW/Gbps)

Peak Core Power Efficiency ~50 ~35 ~100 ~50 ~50
(mW/Gbps)

Total Peak Power Efficiency ~90 ~45 ~220 ~110 ~70
(mW/Gbps)

Active Idle IO Power 6-10 2-4 ~500-600 ~450 ~200
(mW)

Active Idle Core Power ~20 ~20 ~150 ~20 ~20
(mW)

Capacity (GB) 0.5-1 for 0.5-2 through 2-8 for 0.5-1 0.5-1 for
(Current trends) x32 dual rank multi-die stacking dual-rank DIMM 0.5-1 GB x32 dual rank

Latency from ~50ns ~40ns ~45ns, but penalty ~65ns, PLL lock ~60ns,
MC-DRAM-MC if DLL is off (~512 Tck) penalty if off DLL penalty if off

Data width x32 x512 x64 x16-x32 x32
Pin count 60 640 TSVs (No ext.) 130 60-100 60

Form-factor POP/MCP Stacked TSS DIMM MCP MCP/POP
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Figure 6: Gap in throughput (GB/s) before LPDDR3.

While our calculator currently focuses on the considerations elab-
orated in Sections 4.1 through 4.4, additional considerations listed
below are planned.

• Cost: The cost of a mobile processor is affected by many
factors beyond memory cost (Section 1). Die area depends
on IO/PHY area and PDN/decap area; complex PHY retim-
ing logic and adaptive schemes are significant area adders,
being higher for serial links than for lower-speed parallel
links. Package pincount is an issue for pin-limited design;
serialization relieves pressure on this parameter, while 3D
stacking eliminates package pins entirely. Technology in-
tegration cost, including cost of testing and yield, is higher
for newer technologies such as 3D stacking. Footprint cost
is relevant for small form-factor systems (POP and stacking
enable smaller footprints than MCP and DIMM configura-
tions). Finally, complexity and time-to-market are also im-
portant considerations when comparing memory interfaces.

• Temperature: Total power is directly related to peak temper-
ature, and thermal gradients of the environment, including
the package, can be a consideration for a mobile system. 3D
stacking is especially sensitive to thermal considerations [9].
At the same time, memory interface power is only one com-
ponent of the mobile processor power.

• Tablet products: The tablet market, being an evolution of the
laptop and mobile markets, has options that sit on either side
of the laptop and mobile segments in the decision tree. De-
sign solutions for the tablet market are being offered as either
high-end mobile devices or low-power laptop devices. The
memory configurations that a tablet can support are thus lim-
ited by the memory configurations supported by its CPU IC,
e.g., a high-end mobile processor (supporting LPDDR2) may
not support the same memory configurations as a low-end
laptop processor (supporting DDR3). Furthermore, tailored
ICs for tablets may need to support a wider range of memory
configurations to give the OEM the flexibility of choosing
between them based on their specific system.

• IO Programmability: The need for higher capacity and through-
put with larger power budgets changes the requirements for
the memory interface on tablets. Support for more memory
types and configurations means more programmability and
complexity in the PHY and IO, e.g., supporting multiple volt-
ages (1.5V DDR3, 1.2V LPDDR2) needs a programmable
IO, and the need to support different power/throughput bud-
gets demands programmable retiming and adaptive features
on the IO and PHY. Optimizing pinout of the mobile proces-
sor to support different memory types is also a challenge, as
the order and location of pins is not the same for POP, MCP
and DIMM configurations. This challenge can be addressed
by programmability (at the expense of timing and area) in
the mobile controller and IO to support the different memory
configurations.

• Parameters such as Npins, Tck, termination scheme, retiming
scheme, etc. allow exploration outside the confines of exist-
ing interface standards. This enables identification of gaps in
current commodity offerings (e.g., our previous discussion
has highlighted the LPDDR3 gap between 8.6 GB/s and 12.8
GB/s, as well as the lack of a low-power, high-capacity al-
ternative – LPDDR2 MCP [22], 3D stack within a DRAM
package, or even a DIMM with non-DDR3 memory type –
when performance is not a key requirement). It also straight-
forwardly enables projection of primary bounds for explo-



ration of potential new interface standards such as Wide IO
DDR at 400MHz, or LPDDR3 with on-die termination or
pseudo-open-drain signaling.
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